**SMALL HYBRID AC RHS**  
(Residential Hybrid System)

* Xtender + VarioTrack  
The right pair to build a simple and reliable hybrid system.

**SMALL AC SHS**  
(Solar Home System)

* AJ Series  
Low frequency inverter with built-in solar charger (opt.). All in one, plug & play, from 275 to 2400VA.

---

**What is a Residential Hybrid System?**  
A system from 1 to 100kWh/day. Taking the best benefit from solar and backup generator, RHS is the most efficient and cost effective system topology.

- Cost effective system topology
- Easy to install and fully configurable
- Several communication options (display, datalog, GSM, etc)
- Full comfort at home
- Designed for professional applications like health centers, hospitals, administration, etc.

**What is a small AC SHS?**  
A system with 500 to 5000 Wh/day with all benefits of the AC service: running any appliance (within power limits).

- Robust and cost effective
- Easy to install and safe
- Compliant with any appliance
- Efficient and silent
- Battery protection (B.L.O)
- Designed for police offices, schools, country houses, houses with more than lighting
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